Abstract-This paper surveys and analyzes the state of the art of agent-mediated electronic commerce (e-commerce), concentrating particularly on the business-to-consumer (B2C) and business-to-business (B2B) aspects. From the consumer buying behavior perspective, agents are being used in the following activities: need identification, product brokering, buyer coalition formation, merchant brokering, and negotiation. The roles of agents in B2B e-commerce are discussed through the business-to-business transaction model that identifies agents as being employed in partnership formation, brokering, and negotiation. Having identified the roles for agents in B2C and B2B e-commerce, some of the key underpinning technologies of this vision are highlighted. Finally, we conclude by discussing the future directions and potential impediments to the wide-scale adoption of agent-mediated e-commerce.
terms of price, quality, warranty, and so on) depending on: the customer it is dealing with (e.g., offering discounts or special offers to particular target groups), what its competitors are doing (e.g., continuously monitoring their prices and making sure its own price is competitive), and the current state of its business (e.g., if it has plenty of a particular item in stock, it may be appropriate to reduce the price in order to try and increase demand).
To achieve this degree of automation and move to second generation e-commerce 1 applications, we believe that a new model of software is needed. This model is based upon the notion of interacting agents [64] (hence, the term "agent-mediated electronic commerce"). Against this background, the aim of this paper is to motivate the use of agents in e-commerce, to highlight the roles that agents can and are fulfilling in this domain, and to review some of the key technologies that underpin this vision. First, however, we define exactly what we mean by the terms "agent" and "electronic commerce."
Interacting Agents
An agent is a software program that acts flexibly on behalf of its owner to achieve particular objectives [64] . 2 To do this, the software must exhibit the following properties [162] :
. it needs to be autonomous: capable of making decisions about what actions to take without constantly referring back to its user; . it needs to be reactive: able to respond appropriately to the prevailing circumstances in dynamic and unpredictable environments;
1. Second generation systems are characterized here as having a greater degree of automation on both the buyer's and the seller's side. Like many classifications, however, this distinction is not absolute and there are areas of uncertainty between the generations. Moreover, the same is also true of agent-mediated e-commerce in general. While there are some systems that are clearly agent-mediated and some that are not all agent-based, there is a degree of uncertainty in some cases. This is caused by the fact that in such systems, agents are rarely the only technology that is used. Often, an ecommerce system will be composed of a variety of technologies, only a fraction of which will be agent-based.
2. Agents are not just used in the domain of e-commerce, although this is arguably their most popular domain. Rather, agent technology shuld be viewed as a general solution paradigm for developing complex systems [63] . Overviews of the application of agents in other domains can be found in [23] , [66] , [69] , [109] .
. it needs to be proactive: able to act in anticipation of future goals so that its owner's objectives are met. Thus, for example, a buyer may instruct their agent to: 1) find a reasonably cheap notebook computer, with the latest technical specification, that can be delivered within a week and that has a two year warranty, or 2) to find a flight that takes her from London to San Francisco with a weekend stop over in New York. Similarly, a seller may instruct an agent to: 1) monitor the prices of all its known competitors and automatically adjust its offerings (either up or down) so that they remain attractive to their target audience, or 2) to offer a reasonable discount scheme and better credit facilities to highly valued customers.
While pursuing their objectives, the agents will invariably need to interact with other similarly autonomous agents. This interaction can vary from simple communication (e.g., a buyer agent asks a seller agent how much a particular computer costs), to more elaborate forms of social interaction (e.g., cooperation, coordination, and negotiation). In the latter case, for example, an agent may be required to:
. participate in an online auction, e.g., monitoring bids, making bids, and withdrawing from the auction; . negotiate on behalf of its owner, e.g., to ensure that the desired good will be delivered in time or to make the price acceptable; . cooperate with other agents, e.g., two sellers of the same product may need to pool their resources in order to meet a large customer order, or two sellers may bundle their distinct (complementary) offerings to make a single more desirable product. In addition to the buyers and the sellers, the third key actor in agent-mediated e-commerce applications is the market owner. The owner is the individual or organization that controls the environment (sets the rules) in which buyers and sellers trade. In first generation systems, the market owner is usually synonymous with the seller. However, this need not always be the case; examples of other possibilities are the numerous third party auction sites that now exist (e.g., eBay (http://www.ebay.com), Fastparts (http://www.fastparts.com) and Freemarkets (http://www.freemarkets.com) and situations where buyers put out requests for tender (e.g., Labx (http:// www.labx.com) and General Electric (http://www.ge. com)). Generally speaking, there will be multiple e-markets trading in different types of goods (e.g., e-markets for purchasing holidays, e-markets for buying computer equipment, and e-markets for finding plumbers). Moreover, there will, in many cases, be multiple e-markets for the same (or similar) goods (i.e., there will not be a single market for dealing with holidays). Both within and between different vertical market segments, there will be a significant variety in the way that e-markets are organized. These will vary from simple, fixed-price catalogs, through various forms of online auction, to sites where buyers and sellers can negotiate directly with one another.
Electronic Commerce
A general definition of e-commerce, given by the Electronic Commerce Association, is: "electronic commerce covers any form of business or administrative transaction or information exchange that is executed using any information and communications technology" [147] . However, we believe this definition is too broad and so we limit this paper to covering commercial activities conducted on the Internet [56] . Therefore, other forms of remote transactions (e.g., ordering an air ticket over the telephone or buying a computer by credit card) are not considered here.
According to the nature of the transactions, the following types of e-commerce are distinguished [152] : business-tobusiness (B2B), business-to-consumer (B2C), consumer-toconsumer (C2C), consumer-to-business (C2B), nonbusiness e-commerce (use of the Internet by nonbusiness organizations such as academic institutions or government agencies to reduce expenses or improve services), and intrabusiness e-commerce. Currently, however, most applications are either B2C or B2B and, therefore, these are the two areas that we focus on here. In more detail, B2C mainly refers to online retailing transactions with individual customers, where shoppers can conduct transactions through a company's homepage. B2B refers to the transactions where both sellers and buyers are business corporations. Although most of the initial Web-based e-commerce was in the B2C domain, B2C now constitutes a smaller portion of the overall landscape. For example, B2B transactions are expected to be in the range of $800 billion by 2003, which is five times as much as B2C [132] . Moreover, it is widely believed that B2B will be the predominant means of doing business within the next five years [141] , [133] .
Within this context, e-commerce systems provide both commercial information (such as products' prices and available quantities) and facilitate various commercial actions (e.g., buying, selling, and negotiation). The increasing use of information technology in this area has led to fundamental changes in the way these commercial activities are undertaken (e.g., the rise of dynamic pricing, the ability to easily compare many goods, and the ability to negotiate contracts much more frequently) [133] and as more advanced information processing techniques are brought to bear, so the potential for further changes increases.
Agents for Electronic Commerce
IDC (http://www.idc.com) estimates that the global market for software agents grew from $7.2 million in 1997 to $51.5 million in 1999, and that it will reach $873.2 million in 2004, with a compound annual growth rate of 76.2 percent between 1999 and 2004. They also assume that the dramatic growth in B2B e-commerce will accelerate the demand for agents. To this end, and in order to motivate the potential of agent-mediated e-commerce, we consider the following medium term scenarios 3 as examples of what will be possible [68] .
Scenario 1: Finding closest match to buyer's requirements. A buyer decides that they would like a holiday in one of the Greek islands, they would like to go next Friday, they would like to fly from London, and that the total cost should be less than 300 pounds. Their software agent is instructed to go and find out what is available and to report the options back to the user who will make the ultimate choice. In order to fulfill this objective, the buyer agent determines those e-markets that deal with leisure activities. From those, it tries to find out holidays that meet the specified requirements. However, it finds no appropriate fixed price offerings and after observing the outcome of several online auctions, it decides that it will be very unlikely that it will be able to meet all of these requirements. It therefore decides to relax some of the user's constraints and tries to find holidays that are similar. The agent decides to relax the user's stated requirements in the following way: it looks for holidays to the Greek islands that leave any day next week, that leave from non-London airports in the United Kingdom next Friday, and that cost up to 400 pounds. With these new requirements in place, the buyer agent returns to the relevant e-markets, collects the offerings that satisfy these new requirements, and returns them to its user with an explanation of why it acted in this way.
Scenario 2: Acting across multiple e-markets. A buyer decides that they would like to purchase a new laptop computer; they want a reasonably high specification, are prepared to pay for a good quality brand name, but it must be delivered within a week. Their software agent is instructed that they are prepared for the agent to find the most appropriate model, negotiate the best potential deal available, but that the user would like to make the final choice about purchase. In order to fulfill this objective, the buyer agent determines those e-markets that deal with selling computer equipment. From these, it selects those emarkets that offer products that meet the user's specification. In order to determine those machines that fit the specification, the buyer agent examines the sites of a number of computer manufacturers to determine the latest specification information and to determine an approximate price to pay. Armed with this information, the agent formulates a strategy for making a deal. The agent knows the maximum price it needs to pay (this will be the minimum of the cheapest fixed price offerings that are available in the catalogs). From this baseline, the agent tries to negotiate directly with several of the suppliers to see if they are willing to reduce the price (or bring forward the delivery time). In parallel to this, the agent tracks a number of online auctions to see if the same good can be purchased more cheaply (it will not actually bid in the auctions since submitting a bid would constitute a commitment on behalf of its buyer). When it has completed its negotiations (or before if a very good deal appears in an auction), the buyer agent reports back a ranked list of purchasing options to its owner. The owner then makes their choice and instructs their agent to complete the deal (including arranging payment and setting the delivery time and place).
Scenario 3: Coalition formation. A bakery agent receives a request for tender from a supermarket agent who wishes to purchase 500 iced buns a day throughout the summer period. The bakery agent has sufficient capacity to make 300 buns per day. However, the bakery would like to set up links with the supermarket and so is keen to see if it can fulfill the order. Thus, rather than simply turning the order away, the bakery instructs its agent to search for a partner who will produce the remaining 200 buns for the rest of the summer period. In order to achieve this, the bakery agent contacts all the other sellers present in e-markets that offer iced buns. The bakery agent indicates it has a demand for 200 buns per day for the summer period and asks whether any of the other bakeries would like to join in a partnership with it to meet the supermarket's need. A number of potential collaborators come forward. The bakery agent then conducts a series of negotiations with these agents in order to set up the terms and conditions of the partnership. Eventually, a deal is reached and the bakery agent reports details of the arrangements back to the bakery.
In terms of the nomenclature outlined in Section 1.1, scenarios 1 and 2 fall into the B2C domain. The former shows that agents can, on behalf of their owners, locate and retrieve information and make reasonable decisions (relaxing the constraints of the search) based on the owner's profile. The latter scenario demonstrates how agents negotiate with multiple suppliers, monitor multiple auctions, and use intelligent strategies to find the best deal for the users. The agents in the third scenario represent companies/organizations in a B2B context. This example not only shows how agents can collaborate with one another to achieve a common goal, but also shows how an agent selects the best partners through negotiation.
Although agents can be used in a closed loop fashion (i.e., without human intervention), in many cases users will simply not be willing to delegate complete autonomy to them. Moreover, the degree of automation that user's find acceptable is likely to vary between individuals and between tasks for the same individual. For example, some users will not want any automated support-they will directly enact all phases of the trade themselves. Others may be willing to use agents to collate information and present them with options from which they make the subsequent purchasing decision. While yet others, will be happy to delegate all trading activities to their software agents. To reflect this situation, Fig. 1 shows the range of the automation that a software agent may be given.
Structure of the Paper
This paper builds upon a number of previous reviews of agent-mediated e-commerce. Particularly prominent among these are Guttman et al.'s review of agents in B2C e-commerce [54] and Sierra and Dignum's roadmap of agent-mediated ecommerce in Europe [135] . Other important sources include [88] , [166] , [121] , [8] , [17] , [71] , [86] , [90] , [102] . Our paper both extends and updates this previous material and also tries to present a more integrated and coherent view on the field. For example, in contrast to the aforementioned work, we categorize and systematically analyze applications of agentbased e-commerce in the B2C and B2B domains (using the consumer buying behavior (CBB) model and the business-tobusiness transaction (BBT) model, respectively). We extend the traditional CBB model so that it covers more B2C behaviors (such as buyer coalition formation), and we identify more uses for agents in the BBT model.
In more detail, the rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the basic roles and techniques of agents in B2C e-commerce. Section 3 performs a similar analysis for B2B e-commerce. Section 4 explores some of the key underpinning technologies that are used to support B2C and B2B e-commerce. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper and highlights some of the key challenges facing agent-mediated e-commerce.
AGENTS IN B2C E-COMMERCE
B2C e-commerce is becoming more widespread as more people come to recognize its convenience and its ability to offer a quick response to requests and as more products/ services become available [102] . As this adoption spreads, the impetus for employing software agents increases in order to enhance and improve the trading experience. In order to systematically analyze the tasks that agents can assist with, we employ the CBB model (based on [54] ) to capture consumer behavior (see Fig. 2 ). From the CBB model perspective, we believe agents can act as mediators in five of the stages: need identification, product brokering, buyer coalition formation, merchant brokering, and negotiation. 4 Sometimes, the boundary between merchant brokering and negotiation is not always clear cut (because negotiation is sometimes also involved in brokering). For example, Jung and Jo [70] introduce a brokering technique that uses a negotiation protocol to match seller and buyer agents; in the brokering service of [12] , a multiattribute auction is proposed to find a suitable supplier for a buyer; and in [32] , the brokering service involves finding the optimal winner through a combinatorial auction. Against this background, each of the five above-mentioned agentmediated stages is explored in more detail in the remainder of this section.
Need Identification
In this stage, the customer recognizes a need for some product or service. This need can be stimulated in many different ways (e.g., by advertisement, through friends, and so on). However, in the agent-mediated e-commerce world, it can also be stimulated by the user's agent. Such an agent is typically called a notification agent. 5 To do this, the notification agent needs to have a profile for the user. This profile can be obtained in many different ways: through observing the user's behavior [15] , through direct elicitation techniques [114] , or through inductive logic programming techniques [28] . Once the profile is installed in the agent, it can notify the user whenever an appropriate good/service becomes available (i.e., the user's profile matches a good/ service catalog). For example, in Amazon Delivers (http:// www.amazon.com), the latest reviews of exceptional new titles in categories that interest the user are sent automatically and Fastparts uses "AutoWatch" to allow users to list parts they need and notify them if those parts become available for sale.
Product Brokering
Having ascertained a need, the product brokering stage involves an agent determining what product to buy to satisfy this need. The main techniques used by the brokers in this stage are: feature-based filtering, collaborative filtering, and constraint-based filtering. Table 1 shows a number of exemplar e-commerce systems that exploit these techniques. Feature-based filtering involves selecting products based on feature keywords. For example, suppose a customer wants to buy a Sony notebook computer through Amazon. His agent selects the "Computers" category first, then indicates "Sony" in the brands field, and the notebook computers with these features are returned. Collaborative filtering [131] involves giving an agent personalized recommendations based on the similarities between different users' preference profiles. Here, the product rating of 4. The sixth stage (purchase and delivery) involves paying for the transaction and arranging delivery of the goods/services. Here, the key problems are to ensure safe payment and delivery, problems that are common to e-commerce in general. The last stage involves product services (e.g., repair and upgrade services) and evaluation (measuring the degree of satisfaction of the user about the goods and the buying procedure). Generally speaking, however, these two stages have little that is specific to agent-mediated e-commerce and, thus, they are not discussed in detail here (interested readers can refer to [45] , [152] , [96] , [140] for more information on these topics).
shopper A is first compared with that of all the other shoppers in the system. Then, the "nearest neighbor" of A (i.e., the shopper whose profile is closest to that of A) is identified. Since shoppers with similar tastes and preferences are likely to buy similar products, the profile of the identified shopper is used to pass recommendations onto A's agent. For example, in Net Perceptions (http:// www.netperceptions.com), users are recommended the documents that their "knowledge neighbors" find valuable. In CDNOW (http://www.cdnow.com), users are notified about the CDs or movies that are popular with other users with similar preferences. Constraint-based filtering involves an agent specifying constraints (e.g., the price range and date limit) to narrow down the products. In this way, customers' agents are guided through a large feature space of the product [54] . For example, eBay guides a user agent to select the products by narrowing down the range of the possibilities based on the constraints the user gives (e.g., price range, item location, and so on). In the end, a list of the desired products that satisfy the user's constraints is returned. Some e-commerce systems use more than one kind of filtering technique (since sometimes users do not know exactly the constraints of the goods they are looking for in advance). For example, eBay and Yahoo Shopping (http://shopping.yahoo.com) use both feature-based and constraint-based techniques. The differences among these techniques are summarized in Table 2. 6 HE ET AL.: ON AGENT-MEDIATED ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 989
6. Most of the dimensions in Table 2 are self explanatory. However, for "interaction with user," few interactions are needed in collaborative filtering since what the user agents need to do is just provide their user's profile and they can then get recommendations from the system. For feature-based and constraint-based systems, some keywords or constraints need to be input until the user can find the exact product they want. The last dimension in the table is "goods suitable for." Collaborative filtering is more specialized than the other techniques because it works based on perceived quality and people's tastes rather than objective properties [131] . Thus, it is more suited to goods such as novels, CDs, and DVDs because it is subjective judgements that act as the differentiator in these cases. 
Buyer Coalition Formation
Having determined the product to buy, customers may move directly to the merchant brokering phase (see below) or they may interact with other similar buyers to try and form a coalition before moving to the merchant brokering phase. Here, a coalition is viewed as a group of agents cooperating with each other in order to achieve a common task [134] . In these "buyer coalitions," each buyer is represented by their own agent and together these agents try and form a grouping in order to approach the merchant with a larger order (in order to obtain leverage by buying in bulk). In [165] , for example, a buyer coalition formation scheme is proposed in which buyer agents specify multiple items in a category and their valuation of these items and the group leader agent is then responsible for dividing the group into coalitions and calculating the surplus division among the buyers. Similarly, Tsvetovat and Sycara [149] view a buyer coalition model as being composed of five stages: negotiation, leader election, coalition formation, payment collection, and execution stages. They test their algorithms in a collective book purchasing setting in the university and show how the supplier agent gives a volume discount according to the size of the coalitions. In both of the above systems, it is essential to have a trustworthy and reliable agent that will collect the buyer's information, divide the agents into coalitions, and negotiate with sellers (refer to [165] , [149] for a full discussion of these issues).
Merchant Brokering
Having selected the desired product, and perhaps after having formed a buyer coalition, merchant brokering involves the agent finding an appropriate merchant to purchase the item from. Initial work in this area focused on finding the merchant that offered the good at the cheapest price. BargainFinder [80] was the first system of this kind to employ agents and it operated in the following way: If a customer wants to buy a music CD, BargainFinder will launch its agent to collect the prices from a predefined set of CD shops, and then it will select the CD with the lowest price for the customer. Another similar example is Priceline (http://www.priceline.com), which carries out the same set of tasks for airline tickets, hotel rooms, and cars.
However, in many cases, price is not the only determinant for the user. Other relevant issues, for example, might include delivery time, warranty, and gift services. Also, many merchants prefer their offerings not be judged on price alone. Thus, there is a move to extend these agents to consider multiple attributes. Naturally, the importance of the different attributes will vary between consumers and so there needs to be a way for this information to be easily conveyed to the agent. In the Frictionless Sourcing (http:// www.frictionless.com) platform, "Vendor Scorecards" (multiattribute comparisons) are used to measure the performance of suppliers. For example, when evaluating the performance of different laptop computer suppliers, the key factors considered include reliability, responsiveness (e.g., reacting quickly), environmental friendliness (e.g., minimal pollution of the environment), and business efficiency (e.g., support for electronic purchasing over Internet). A total score is then calculated for each supplier based on the weighted score of these individual constituent components. These weights are obtained by the customer identifying themselves with a particular stereotype profile in which the weights are given.
Negotiation
Having selected a merchant (or set of merchants), the next step is to negotiate the terms and conditions under which the desired product will be delivered. We believe that one of the major changes that will be brought about by agent-mediated e-commerce is that dynamic pricing and personalization of offers will become the norm for many goods and customers. Thus, negotiation capabilities are essential for e-commerce systems [8] . In human negotiations, two or more parties bargain with one another to determine the price or other transaction terms [37] . In an automated negotiation, software agents engage in broadly similar processes to achieve the same end [65] . In more detail, the agents prepare bids for and evaluate offers on behalf of the parties they represent with the aim of obtaining the maximum benefit for their users. They do so according to some negotiation strategy. Such strategies are determined by the negotiation protocol that is in place. This protocol defines the "rules of encounter" between the agents [115] , i.e., who can say what, to whom, and at what time. Given the wide variety of possibilities (as will be shown below), there is no universally best approach or technique for automated negotiations [65] , rather protocols and strategies need to be set according to the prevailing situation [41] . Given this, our analysis of automated negotiation models as used in B2C e-commerce is divided into two categories: 7 auctions (Section 2.5.1) and bilateral negotiations (Section 2.5.2).
Auctions
Auctions are one of the most widely studied and employed negotiation methods in e-commerce today [108] . For example, in the Internet Auction List, 8 there are currently more than 2,500 auction company listings (2002). Online auctions make the physical limitations of traditional auctions disappear (e.g., time, space, and presence), and they provide millions of globally dispersed customers with more varieties of goods that can be selected within a flexible pricing mechanism [6] . Generally speaking, auctions are a very efficient and effective method of allocating goods/ services, in dynamic situations, to the entities that value them most highly [163] . In an auction, one or more agents (called auctioneers) initiate the auction, and several (other) agents (called bidders) make bids according to the imposed protocol (which may permit one or multiple rounds). The outcome of the auction is then usually a deal between the auctioneer and the successful bidder. There are many different types of auction (indeed, Wurman et al. [164] define a taxonomy of auction parameters that allows for approximately 25 million types of auctions). However, there are four common types of 7 . There are other types of negotiation protocol such as multilateral negotiation (in which the negotiation involves bargaining between multiple noncooperative parties [1] ) and n-bilateral negotiations (in which the negotiation involves multiple bilateral bargaining encounters [33] ). However, since these protocols are not as widely used in e-commerce, we do not consider them here.
8. http://www.internetauctionlist.com.
single sided auction: 9 English (first-price ascending), Firstprice sealed-bid, Vickrey (second-price sealed-bid), and Dutch (first-price descending) [122] , [153] . The most common type of double-sided auction is the continuous double auction (CDA) (which allows buyers and sellers to continuously update their bids/asks at any time in the trading period).
The role of agents in such online auctions is to represent their users. This may involve monitoring the auctions, analyzing the market situations, and/or deciding when and how much to bid for the desired items. Automating these activities can save time, and in complex settings, we believe agents are likely to be more effective than human bidders. For example, Das et al. [27] show that agents outperform their human counterparters in a particular auction setting. Furthermore, a new possibility afforded by an agent-based approach is that a user can compete in multiple auctions simultaneously. Such a strategy has several advantages over participating in single auctions; for example, it can increase the chance of getting the good for customers, bring greater profit to customers by comparing multiple auctions and transacting at the cheapest price, and make the auction markets themselves more efficient by ensuring the transaction price is close to the equilibrium price [111] .
Some good examples of auction websites include eBay, AuctionBot, 10 and Yahoo Auctions, 11 and more information on auctions can be found in [9] , [95] , [98] , [99] , [160] , [153] . To summarize, the characteristics of the auction types discussed above are listed in Table 4 . The table consists of the seven dimensions explained in Table 3. 12 Given these protocols, we now turn to the strategies the agents need to employ in order to be successful.
. English auction. The agent's dominant strategy (the best thing to do, irrespective of what the others do [122] ) is to bid a small amount more than the current highest bid and stop when the user's valuation is reached. For example, in Yahoo auctions, "automatic bidding" allows buyers to input their maximum bid (i.e., valuation of the item) and an agent will bid incrementally when it is necessary to win the auction. . First-price sealed-bid auction (FPSB). In general, there is no dominant bidding strategy in this auction. Here, the price of the bid and the time to stop are functions of the agent's own valuation of the item and its beliefs about the valuation of other bidders. A good strategy is to bid less than the user's true valuation, but how much less depends on the user's attitude toward risk, the user's private valuation, as well as the prior beliefs about the valuations of other bidders. An analysis of such strategies can be found in [95] . . Vickrey auction. In a private value 13 Vickrey auction, the dominant strategy is to bid the user's true valuation [122] . In this context, agents truthfully reveal their preferences which allows efficient decisions to be made. . Dutch auction. The Dutch auction is strategically equivalent to the first-price sealed-bid auction. This is because in both games, an agent's bid matters only if it is the highest, and no relevant information is revealed during the auction process [122] . Klik-Klok (http://www.klik-klok.com) is an example of a Dutch auction Website for gold and jewellery sale where auction prices decline until a buyer makes a bid. The analysis of strategies in Dutch auctions can be found in [98] . 9 . In single-sided auctions, only buyers or sellers can submit bids or asks; however, in double-sided auctions, buyers can submit bids and sellers can submit asks in the same marketplace.
10. http://www.auctionbot.com. 11. http://auctions.shopping.yahoo.com 12. Here, we only consider the popular forms of the auctions on same type, nondivisible goods, and the quantity is a single unit (see [163] for a fuller description of the bidding rules). Also, many different types of information can be revealed in the course of the auction (e.g., the identity of the bidders, the settlement price, the ask-bid spread, and so on [41] ) here, however, we only consider whether any intermediate information is revealed (see [164] for a detailed discussion of the impact of information revelation).
13. Private value means that the bidder only knows its own valuation of the item, but it does not know the value to other bidders [95] . For example, auctioning a cake (that the winner will eat) is a private value auction, whereas auctioning treasury bills (where the value of the bills comes from reselling) is a public value auction.
TABLE 3
Values of Each Dimension in Table 4 . Continuous double auction (CDA). This type of auction is easy to operate, efficient, and can quickly respond to changing market conditions. A variety of different CDA models have been constructed [31] , [46] , [118] , and these vary in terms of whether bids/asks are for multiple or single units, whether unaccepted offers are queued or replaced by better offers, and so on [41] . Nevertheless, all these protocols allow traders to make offers to buy or sell and to accept other traders' offers at any moment during a trading period [41] . The messages exchanged generally consist of bids (offers to buy) and asks (offers to sell) for single units of the commodity, and acceptances of the current best bid or ask. Several bidding strategies have been proposed in the literature. The ZERO Intelligence strategy [50] generates a random bid within the allowed price range decided by the agent's budget constraint. The adaptive agent bidding strategy is based on stochastic modelling of the auction process using a Markov chain [106] , [107] . A sequential bidding method that uses dynamic programming is proposed in [146] . The steal strategy involves "waiting in the background and bidding when the bid and ask get very close" [117] . In [58] , heuristic fuzzy rules and fuzzy reasoning mechanisms are used to determine the best bid to make given the state of the marketplace.
. Multiple auctions. In this type of auction, the agent needs to monitor all the relevant auctions, decide which one to bid in, and determine what to bid in order to get the goods at the best deal. There are a variety of tools available for tracking the various auctions that occur for the desired item. For example, BidXS (http://www.bidxs.com) can search more than 500 auction sites for the item the user wants. Again, there is no dominant bidding strategy, thus heuristic methods are required. Preist et al. proposed a coordination algorithm designed for agents that participate in multiple simultaneous English auctions [111] , [110] . BiddingBot is a multiagent system that supports users in attending, monitoring, and bidding in multiple auctions through cooperative bidding [62] . Anthony and Jennings [3] present the design of a heuristic agent that participates across multiple English, Dutch, and Vickrey auctions. In [19] , a framework that enables an agent to make rational decisions across multiple simultaneous auctions is developed.
Bilateral Negotiations
Bilateral negotiation involves two parties, a service/good supplier and a consumer, coming to a mutually acceptable agreement over the terms and conditions of a trade [136] . In contrast to most of the auction work (which is a form of one to many, many to many, or many to one negotiation), bilateral negotiation is usually concerned with multiattribute contracts (covering price, quality, delivery date, and so on). As with the auction work, there is no dominant negotiation model or strategy that is suitable for all occasions. Rather, it is a case of different models having different strategies that are suitable in different contexts. Given this situation, we classify extant work on bilateral negotiation into three groups.
. Decision making by explicitly reasoning about the opponent's behavior. Agents using the strategies in this group explicitly reason about their opponent's objectives and behaviors and then decide what is the appropriate response to their likely behavior. In this respect, noncooperative game theory (which is particularly concerned with providing equilibrium strategies in which no agent wants to change its strategy whatever its opponents do) is an important approach for analyzing strategic interactions among agents [79] , [148] . The recursive modeling method [154] , [49] is employed by an agent to reason about its opponent so that it can generate its own strategy in response. In [171] , a Bayesian network is used to update the knowledge and belief that each agent has about the environment and other agents; and offers and counteroffers between agents are generated based on Bayesian probabilities. . Decision making by finding the current best solution.
Algorithms in this group focus on finding the offer/counteroffer that maximizes the agent's profit given the agent's constraints, preferences, current negotiation situation, and the opponent's last offer. In Tête-à -Tête [53] [34] and trade offs that aim to find a win-win solution for both parties [35] . . Argumentation. In the argumentation-based approach, agents exchange additional information over and above the basic terms and conditions of the contract [65] . This information can be of a number of different forms, nevertheless, it is always some form of argument which explains/justifies the position of the agent making the argument. Thus, in addition to rejecting a proposal, an agent can offer a critique of the proposal, explaining why it is unacceptable (e.g., the price is too high). The way in which argumentation fits into the general negotiation process was defined in [137] where a simple negotiation protocol for trading proposals was augmented with a series of illocutionary moves which allow for the passing of arguments.
AGENTS IN B2B E-COMMERCE
Compared with B2C e-commerce, B2B deals with transactions among organizations (see Table 5 for a more detailed comparison). Generally speaking, relationships between organizations are more complex than those between businesses and consumers since they involve the adoption of similar standards with respect to communications and collaboration, as well as joint information technology investment [141] . In particular, one of the main aims of B2B e-commerce is to significantly improve the supply chain by facilitating more efficient and agile procurement processes [30] . Moreover, the exchanges in the B2B domain are increasingly tending to be private [167] . Such exchanges enable companies to trade with their existing partners in a well-defined environment without having to go through some of the early stages of the B2B lifecycle (see Fig. 3 ).
TABLE 5 Dimensions of B2C and B2B E-Commerce
There are various ways of viewing B2B e-commerce (e.g., [152] , [7] ), however, here we use a BBT model (see Fig. 3 ) to explore the roles of agents. Specifically, we believe agents are most useful in the partnership formation, brokering, and negotiation stages because these stages all involve complex issues related to decision making, searching, and matchmaking that agents are well suited to. Thus, we will explore these roles in more detail in the rest of this section. Currently, agents are not used in the contract formation stage, however, we believe they have the potential to be involved in this activity. Contract formation marks the termination of negotiation and involves the agreed terms being put into a legally binding contract. Traditionally, contract formation involves two or more people, meeting face-to-face. However, as e-commerce systems evolve, this situation is starting to change. In the US, for example, Section 206 in the Uniform Commercial Code (U.C.C.) was proposed by reformers as a way of dealing with automated contract formation and clearly states that contracts can be formed by the interaction of electronic agents.
14 This proposal is motivated by the fact that it is a challenging task for the courts to determine where the communication system ends and when the legal agent begins. 15 The fifth stage, contract fulfillment, means the parties carry out the agreed transaction according to the terms specified in the contract. This stage usually includes: a detailed description of the good/service provided; the means of delivery (electronic or physical); how it will be paid for (e.g., partial payments up-front, with the balance paid on completion); which law governs the contract; how to resolve any disputes, how to deal with claims arising, how a contract can be monitored, and so on. We believe agents are not likely to be involved in this stage for some time because it involves many complex legal issues and subjective judgements. The last stage, service evaluation, is the posttransaction stage, where traders evaluate their satisfaction with the transaction. Many e-commerce systems allow users to provide feedback on the transactions experienced. For example, eBay uses "Feedback Forum" to check the reputation or business practices of anyone at eBay. This feedback, representing the reputation of the trader, can then be made accessible to subsequent agents that wish to interact with the trader. Again, because of its subjective nature, we do not believe there is a significant role for agents in this phase of the lifecycle.
Partnership Formation
The information technology available today makes it possible for a company to search for its partners worldwide [81] . Given this fact, partnerships can be much more agile and fluid. Thus, this step may include the forming of a new virtual organization as well as finding the partners that provide products or services in a supply chain.
Virtual Enterprises
A virtual enterprise 16 (VE) is composed of a number of cooperating companies that share their resources and skills to support a particular product or project effort (for as long as it is viable to do so) [105] . The idea is that by collaborating, the constituent companies can more effectively utilize their resources than if they acted in isolation [51] . For example, an individual company may collaborate with several partner companies that provide related products so that each of them need only provide the services/products in which they specialize, but, when taken together, the VE can provide a broader range of offerings. Such VEs offer several potential advantages [92] : maximizing flexibility and adaptability to respond to environmental changes; developing a pool of competencies and resources by combining its members' resources; adjusting itself according to the market constraints; and managing the global supply chain optimally.
Given the fact that a VE is composed of a number of autonomous entities that need to interact with one another in flexible ways, agent technology is a natural underpinning model [105] . In more detail, the formation of a VE involves a selection process based on a number of variables such as organizational fit, technological capabilities, relationship development, quality, price, and speed [125] . Thus, a broker may assist in identifying the best partners from the set of potential collaborators [97] (see also Section 6). Having 14 . The official draft of Article 2B of the U.C.C. is from 2002 and can be found at http://www.law.uh.edu/ucc2b.
15. See http://www.jurisdiction.com/ecom3.htm for more details of this debate. 16 . Coalition formation by buyer companies is similar to buyer coalition in the B2C domain (Section 2.3) . Thus, here we focus on virtual enterprises of supplier agents. identified the partners, the agents need to negotiate with one another in order to set the terms and conditions of their partnership [151] (and Section 3.3). Then, once the VE is established, the agents need to coordinate their actions so that they deliver their services in an effective manner. Here, the VE might require a number of agents to manage its ongoing operations [93] . For example, Martinez et al. [92] propose a multiagent control system that consists of three kinds of controller agent: product agents (which manage the activity associated with each product), activity agents (which autonomously manage an entire manufacturing activity), and resource agents (which manage their own operative functions and propose service offers to activity agents). Together, these agents use and control the other entities in the system in order to achieve the VE's overall aims. The MASSYVE (multiagent agile manufacturing scheduling systems for virtual enterprises) project focuses on the use of multiagent systems in agile scheduling in a VE environment [112] . The factors considered here range from distribution logistics scheduling in supply chains to negotiation in the VE using mobile agents. The AIMS (agile infrastructure for manufacturing systems) project enables companies to share resources and skills to facilitate the operations of VEs and agents function as a bridge between clients and servers [105] . Specifically, the agents act as: facilitators (routing requests to appropriate databases), aggregator agents (combining multiple orders), user programmable agents (automating routine tasks), and engineering databases agents (notifying users of design changes).
Supply Chain Management
A supply chain is formed by business units or facilities that purchase raw materials, convert them into intermediate goods and final products, and delivers these final products to customers [143] . A supply chain is used to coordinate the activities of the organizations involved in order to ensure that products pass through the chain in the shortest time and at the lowest cost [84] . Because of the business trend toward outsourcing services and resources, supply chain networks have become more complex [81] . Given this, the software solutions being developed need to be more sophisticated than the current generation of workflow tools. In particular, the various components of the supply chain can be viewed as autonomous stakeholders and these various stakeholders need to interact in flexible ways. Thus, an agent-based approach is well suited to this domain [60] , [66] . In particular, agents can be used to execute the scheduling [40] , negotiate about product prices [142] , and share data between companies [170] .
To this end, a number of models for agent-based supply chain management have been reported. For example, Walsh and Wellman developed a market system, based on a task dependency network, for allocating tasks among agents that compete for scarce resources [157] . Sun et al. [142] model and implement the order selection and negotiation process in a supply chain as a multiagent system. Here, a negotiating agent represents each company along the supply chain and agents generate a purchase plan, negotiate, and generate counter proposals using constraint satisfaction techniques. Moreover, Zeng proposed the Leadtime-Cost Tradeoff Supply Chain Model [170] in which each agent represents a business entity and the agents coordinate with each other to control activity in the supply chain. An agent-based approach for streamlining the business decision process is proposed in [73] ; here, agents assist the decision maker by discovering matches between supply and demand.
Brokering
Brokering is the process that matches sellers who supply goods/services to the buyers who need them [38] . From the seller's side, it is how they can propagate their products and locate potential buyers. From the buyer's side, the problem is how to find the most appropriate seller to provide the good/services [74] (e.g., lowest price or best quality). In contrast to merchant brokering in the B2C domain (Section 2.4), brokering in a B2B context typically involves repeated transactions and large volumes (in the B2C context, brokering requests often tend to be one-off transactions since individual customers tend not to buy the same product often).
As the Internet expands, it is becoming more expensive and more difficult to navigate in order to find the necessary information on companies and their offerings (this is especially true for small and medium size enterprises [152] ). For example, it is estimated that about $5 trillion dollars is spent on the procurement of industrial parts each year [150] . Given the difficulty and value of this exercise, a common way of obtaining this information for companies in B2B e-commerce is through some form of information broker (they can also be called matchmakers [55] or brokerage centres [44] ) that acts as an intermediary between the buyers and sellers. Here, a broker can be an agent or a multiagent system. The functions offered by a broker may include the following [38] : information retrieval and processing, maintenance of a self-learning information repository about the user, profiling of users, monitoring for items of interest to the user, filtering of information, intelligent prediction of user requirements, commercial negotiation between customers and the providers, collaboration with other brokers, and protecting the user from intrusive access.
To summarize, Table 6 details the services provided by a number of agent-based broker systems. As shown in the table, most brokerage services today mainly focus on information search and matchmaking buyer's and seller's profiles, as well as comparing the products in the catalogs of different suppliers. We believe more advanced services (e.g., collaboration with other brokers and protecting the user from intrusive access) will now start to emerge in order to provide more support to the buyers and sellers involved in the transactions.
Negotiation
After the appropriate providers and consumers have been brokered, the negotiation stage is where the traders aim to reach an agreement about what actions should be performed under what conditions. By establishing contracts on an as-needed, just-in-time basis, sellers can tailor their offerings both to their individual and the prevailing market situation at any given moment in time. Buyers can reduce their supply chain cost, benefit from dynamic pricing mechanisms, broaden their supplier database, and streamline the procurement process. Compared with negotiation in the B2C context, B2B negotiation is more complex. Typically, for example, it involves larger volumes, repeated transactions, and more complex contracts. The negotiation methods discussed in the B2C context can also apply here, however, the two most popular means of conducting B2B negotiation are through auctions (Section 3.3.1) and contracting (Section 3.3.2).
Auctions in B2B E-Commerce
There are now many B2B marketplaces on the Web that provide auction services and allow organizations to trade with one another on a global basis (e.g., FreeMarkets 17 and Ariba
18
). Indeed, industry analysts estimate that 25 percent of e-commerce now consists of exchanges through such mechanisms [126] . These auctions offer many advances over traditional exchange methods (e.g., fixed suppliers), such as a larger market, less inventory, reduced transaction costs, global expansion, and efficient pricing [126] . We classify the commonly used auctions into three kinds: buyside auctions (one buyer and multiple sellers), sell-side auctions (one seller and multiple buyers), and combinatorial auctions [42] , [72] , [113] (where bidders bid for a combination of related items). An agent can be either a buyer who submits bids or a seller who provides some products or services in these auctions. The sell-side auction is similar to the auctions discussed in the B2C context; the buy-side auction is the opposite of the sell-side auction (however, it can also be an English, Vickrey, FPSB, or Dutch auction). Combinatorial auctions only take place in B2B environments because of their inherent complexities.
Buy-side Auctions. Buy-side auctions, also called reverse auctions [144] or procurement auctions [24] , occur when buyers negotiate with multiple sellers in order to procure a particular good/service. 19 In this case, the negotiation usually involves multiple attributes since buyers invariably have their particular requirements on the goods/services they need. Here, the buyer sends out his requirements and the sellers who can meet them make bids. To make this process cost effective, some companies have built their own markets in which they can invite bids from potential sellers. Examples of this kind include General Electric (http://www.ge.com) and Boeing Inc. (http:// www.boeing.com). The idea is that the cost spent in searching and comparing suppliers can be significantly reduced because the companies repeatedly buy large volumes of many such products. In contrast, some companies conduct buy-side auctions through a third party Website (e.g., labx and Ariba).
More specifically, Che [24] investigates government procurement using a two-dimensional auction (price and quality). A buyer solicits bids from multiple sellers. Each bidder submits a sealed bid specifying the price and quality and the bidder with the highest score wins. Based on the different ways in which the winner offers the goods/ services, three auction schemes are proposed: first score (winner offers the price and quality it bids), second score (winner offers the goods/services matching the score of the second highest scored bidder), and second preferred offer (winner offers the goods/services at the same price and quality as the second highest scored bidder). In this model, the buyer evaluates the bids by a scoring function which converts a bid into a single number.
Bichler et al. [13] also defines a bidding procedure for multiattribute auctions: a buyer first specifies a request for bids and defines his requirements and preferences for the goods/services in a scoring function. Then, sellers submit their bids. After the auction closes, the winning bid is the one that has the highest score as computed by the buyer (i.e., the seller who satisfies the buyer the most). This basic mechanism was applied to English, Vickrey, and FPSB auction protocols. Moreover, Bichler et al. empirically analyzed these multiattribute auctions and found that the utility scores achieved by the buyer are significantly higher than those of the corresponding single-attribute auctions [11] . In this setting, the scoring function is revealed to the bidders, thus the bidders know how to improve their bids in a way that makes them most attractive to the buyer, and least costly for them.
Teich et al. [144] developed multiple-attribute algorithms and heuristics for auctions. In the case where the "quantity" is not an attribute in the auction, the preference of the auctioneer is represented by the preference path that is the ordering of all the levels of each attribute. The preference path here acts as a scoring function that the bidders would follow. In the case where "quantity" is an attribute in the auction, a discriminative auction algorithm is proposed. [152] . In an RFQ, the buyer requests quotes that can include the price, delivery dates, and description of the goods or services being provided. The buyer uses this as a way to begin negotiation. However, since there is not an automatic criteria (e.g., a scoring function to evaluate the bids) for selecting the winner, the strategy for the bidder is not obvious. Thus, we only discuss the reverse auction in this context because it has a clear selection criteria which means it is amenable to an agent-based solution.
The auctioneer can specify multiple reservation prices for different quantities and the bidders can accept the suggested bid or bid above the suggested bid price. The authors argue that the algorithm can make the market more efficient.
Vulkan and Jennings [156] proposed a multiattribute auction protocol for service allocation in the ADEPT [66] scenario. The ADEPT technology was used to develop a system for managing the British Telecom (BT) business process of providing a quotation for designing a network to provide particular network services to a customer. They show that the protocol is guaranteed to choose the service provider that makes the best offer from the buyer's utility respective and that this offer is better than any offer that would have been forthcoming using any other negotiation protocol.
Sell-Side Auctions. In this kind of auction, there is a seller who wants to sell goods/services and many buyers join the auction. The mechanism is usually one of the common single sided types described in Section 2.5.1 and the strategies described in that section also apply here. These sorts of auctions are often used by companies that hold excess inventory or that buy out-of-date inventory [126] . Fastparts, which sells electronic manufacturing products, and Staples (http://www.staples.com), which sells business supplies and services, are two of the most prominent examples of this genre.
Combinatorial Auctions. These are a special form of auction in which there are multiple kinds of goods to sell and bidders can bid on combinations of items. For example, a seller may want to sell several kinds of related goods (e.g., licenses in spectrum auctions 20 ) and many bidders may have preferences over a combination of items (e.g., bidding on license A and B for $300). After the seller receives all the bids, it will decide a nonconflicting allocation among these goods that maximizes its revenue. These sorts of auctions are involved in many situations in the real world. For example, in the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) spectrum auction, 21 bidders placed bids on different combinations of spectrum licences. Between 1994 and January 2002, 38,829 licenses have been auctioned and 21,849 of them have been won through such combinatorial mechanisms. Other examples of combinatorial auctions are for airport time slots [113] , railroad segments [18] , and delivery routes [20] .
These auctions are especially prevalent in a B2B context because companies often want to trade in a variety of interrelated assets. Moreover, as different companies value the items or bundles of items differently, allowing them to bid on combinations provides greater flexibility in expressing their needs and enhances the economic efficiency of the market [155] . From an agent perspective, the key challenge is that of winner determination (auctioneer selects a set of nonconflicting bids that maximize its revenue) and a number of algorithms have been developed to achieve this according to various criteria (e.g., anytime algorithms [42] , polynomial algorithm [26] , and optimal solutions [124] ). In this context, the bidding agent has to express its preferences on every bundle it is interested in. However, transmitting these preferences to the auctioneer is a difficult task since the bundles in the bids are likely to be very large. To overcome this, some researchers have developed an "oracle" (a program that can compute the bid for each bidder) [155] and others have developed a bidding language to encode the preferences of the bidders (e.g., XOR-bids and OR-of-XORs [124] ).
Contracting
Contracting covers the negotiation involved in reallocating work among agents; it involves one agent trying to contract out some of its tasks to another agent by promising some rewards [78] . Contracts have been applied in fields such as electricity markets, bandwidth allocation, manufacturing planning and scheduling, and electronic trading of financial instruments [121] .
Smith's Contract Net Protocol [139] was the first multiagent contracting protocol. In this protocol, a manager agent announces a task, receives and evaluates bids from potential contractors, and then awards the task to one of them and finally receives the result from this contractor. Sandholm extends this work to consider marginal cost-based contracts (an agent contracts in/out a task only if it can make a profit doing so) [119] . Sandholm's protocol was used as the basis of the TRACONET system which is an automated system for task reallocation among freight companies. Here, each agent, representing a company, can take delivery tasks from or give out tasks to other agents. In the original contract, only one task can be moved between agents at any one time. However, this sometimes led to local optima. To overcome this, several new types of contract were added [119] : cluster contracts (exchanging multiple tasks), swap contracts (swapping a task for another task), and multiagent contracts (more than two agents in the same contract). When taken together, contracts that combine all of the above can be shown to guarantee the optimal allocation through a finite number of contracts. Andersson and Sandholm [2] also devised leveled commitment contracting in which an agent can decommit from contracts by means of paying a monetary penalty to the contracting partner as a way of releasing itself from the contract. Collins et al. [25] developed the MAGNET (Multi AGent NEgotiation Testbed) system which takes advantage of an independent market infrastructure and uses it as an intermediary to facilitate the interactions between agents. Compared with other negotiation approaches (e.g., contract net), the fact that there is an explicit intermediary reduces counter speculation by enforcing negotiation rules and verifying the identity of the agents.
UNDERPINNING TECHNOLOGIES
This section briefly discusses some of the languages that are involved in supporting interactions among agents and some of the development tools and platforms for agent-mediated e-commerce. Finally, we discuss the trust issues involved with agents when selecting transaction partners. The aim here is not to present a complete overview of agent technology (such surveys can be found in [67] , [103] , [101] ), but rather to highlight some of the key issues as they relate to agent-mediated e-commerce and to identify 20 . http://wireless.fcc.gov/auctions. 21. http://www.fcc.gov/wtb/auctions/. some of the technical solutions that currently exist to support it.
Interaction Languages and Protocols
An agent needs to be able to communicate with other agents, with the environment, and with humans. To realize this, a number of interaction languages have been developed. Many of the applications discussed use the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [83] to code the information and services in meaningful structures that agents can easily understand and process. However, for XML to be widely accepted, the ontology problem (the fact that there needs to be an agreement on the meaning of the terms in the area of interest [61] ) must be solved first, so that the tagged data in XML can be semantically consistent. Specifically in the ecommerce domain, the Electronic Business eXtensible Markup Language (ebXML) 22 is based on international standards and aims to provide an XML-based open technical framework enabling data exchange for B2B and B2C e-commerce. Currently, however, most B2B transactions exchange information via the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) protocol (which is complex and expensive [152] ). Nevertheless, many people believe that the XML/ EDI message format will eventually replace the traditional EDI messages [48] . Besides XML/EDI, there are a number of other XML-based specifications for domain-specific commerce languages. For example: Information Content and Exchange (ICE), 23 Open Buying on the Internet (OBI), 24 Secure Electronic Transactions (SET), 25 Open Trading Protocol (OPT), 26 and Open Financial Exchange (OFE). 27 The semantic Web provides a new solution for the development of Web-based intelligent agents. There are two semantic Web languages: Resource Description Framework (RDF) 28 and Darpa Agent Markup Language (DAML).
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RDF Schema defines the ontology for RDF. Recently, a number of languages attempt to extend the expressive capability of RDF and RDF schema; these languages include SHOE, 30 DAML [59] , and OIL [57] . Further, the best features of the these languages are integrated in a hybrid to form the semantic markup language Web Ontology Language. 31 More information about the ontology languages can be found in [52] .
The above interaction languages are primarily defined for the Web. However, the agent field also has its own communication and knowledge representation languages. Interactions between agents (e.g., during the course of a negotiation) are often enacted via an agent communication language (ACL). ACLs are often based on the speech act theory [4] , [129] , which explicitly identifies the intention its speaker is trying to convey to the hearer. The most widely employed ACLs are the Knowledge Query Manipulation Language (KQML) [36] and FIPA ACL [104] . These two are broadly similar in their basic conception, but differ in some of the primitives (e.g., there is no "facilitation primitives" like broker or recommend in FIPA ACL).
While ACLs are concerned with the format and intent of the message, the content of the message needs to be represented in some form of content language. Here, KIF (the Knowledge Interchange Format) 32 and FIPA SL (Semantic Language), the content language for FIPA ACL, are the most commonly used languages. More information about agent communication languages can be found in [36] , [82] , [75] , [158] .
Moreover, there are a number of products and services on the Internet that aim to facilitate the cooperation among trading partners as well as promote the efficiency of the supply chain. These efforts include the Global Commerce Initiative (which aims to promote a global supply chain efficiency), 33 the UCCnet 34 (which enables the formation of collaborative relationships of trading partners), and the GlobalNetXchange (which helps retailers and suppliers improve efficiencies and reduce costs throughout the supply chain). 35 As this section has highlighted, there are many choices and options available for dealing with interactions in the agent-mediated domain. At this stage, it is not possible to determine which of these candidates is likely to become the dominant approach. However, with the increasing convergence of agent technology, the semantic Web [10] , and grid computing [39] , we believe that a small number of languages will soon become de facto standards for highlevel interactions and knowledge exchange since such capabilities are at the heart of all these large-scale, open distributed systems [116] .
Development Tools, Technologies, and Platforms
There are many general purpose agent development toolkits (see [54] , [158] for more details), but here we focus on those that have been specifically developed for the ecommerce domain. Again, our aim is not to be exhaustive, but rather to give an indication of what is available. First, there are some agent-based negotiation servers. For example, AuctionBot 36 is a multipurpose Interenet auction server that can be used to create automated auctions based on users' specifications. eMediator [123] is an e-commerce server that provides services to facilitate efficient commerce (e.g., eAuctionHouse (a third party auction site which provides a wide range of customizable auction types), eCommitter (leveled commitment contract (see Section 3.3.2) optimizer), and eExchangeHouse (a safe exchange planner)). FishMarket 37 is a multiagent test-bed for auction tournaments where agents can trade in an auction house using various auction protocols. Second, there are some agent development platforms and tools. These include Agent development kit (ADK), 38 a java-based e-commerce, data warehouse, and workflow management applications environment that consists of a set of the agent foundation classes and an agent runtime environment that together allows application programmers to define the components required to build an agent based application. E.piphany E.5 39 provides an environment for agent-based customer relationship management that coordinates, in real time, all inbound and outbound interactions with customers. It can be used in both the B2C and the B2B categories. Finally, some agent-based e-commerce solutions are also available. For example, the Lost Wax eCommerce Platform (http://www.lostwax.com) supports buyers and sellers in both public and private trading environments and the agent-based modules can represent differing trading mechanisms (such as auctions, contracting, and negotiation). The living markets platform (http:// www.living-systems.com) is an agent-based product for real-time optimization of processes in business networks.
In contrast to the position with interaction languages, we do not believe that one, or even a small set of, toolkits will become dominant in this sector. Rather, we believe that the requirements and functionality are sufficiently diverse that there will continue to be many offerings that are targeted at particular niches.
Trust Issues
In addition to the security issues that are common to all ecommerce applications [45] , [96] , the issue of trust becomes particularly important when we are considering the agentmediated variety of e-commerce. This is because software agents have increased degrees of autonomy and because they engage in flexible interactions that are not necessarily foreseen at design time. In this context, the level of trust is determined by: the degree of initial success the agents experience with each other, the well-defined roles and procedures for all parties, and the realistic expectations as to the outcomes from the trading endeavor [152] . For instance, in the delivery process for transaction information, there should be some mechanism to ensure that both buyers and sellers keep to their side of the deal. Generally speaking, the solutions to trust problems fall into two classes. First, third-party enforcement [152] . In most agentmediated e-commerce transactions, the issues of traceability and trust are handled by setting up trusted third parties such as public certification authorities (CA), banks, and credit-card companies. For example, agents can check the identities of the potential partners through the public CA before transactions. Second, unenforced e-commerce transactions. For example, Sandholm [120] presents a method in which the seller agent splits larger exchanges into smaller parts and the buyer agent pays only part of the money, and this exchange proceeds simultaneously so that no agent is motivated to defect at any point. Telser [145] has also analyzed safe exchanges of goods and payments in the similar way, however, he analyzed a sequence of exchanges as a repeated game.
The issue of trust is often mixed in with related issues such as reputation [100] , source reliability, and deception (e.g., [16] , [21] , [127] , [159] , [161] ). Since the only rational basis of agent design in this domain is self-interest, trust and the related issues are something that needs to be engendered in the agent being interacted with (e.g., the chosen rules and the guarantees offered by the third party).
This means that agents should be able to evaluate the risks of a collaboration, to select the best and most reliable partnership in a specific situation, and to revise previous unsuccessful collaborations in an adequate trust model [22] . There have been a number of both theoretical and empirical attempts to achieve this. For example, Zacharia and Maes [168] develop a collaborative reputation mechanism that offers personalized evaluations for the various ratings (assigned to users) to predict their reliabilities in an ecommerce context. Sen et al. [130] consider sharing other agents' "opinions" as a means of curbing the exploitative tendencies of selfish agents. To avoid the problems caused by believing other agents, they developed a learned trustbased evaluation function that can resist both individual and concerted deception on the part of selfish agents. Finally, Banerjee et al. [5] employ Bayesian networks to model the relationships among the agent dispositions and their actions. The agent updates its belief about other agents through observations in tandem.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
This paper has surveyed and analyzed the state of the art in agent-mediated e-commerce, focusing particularly on the B2C and the B2B context. While agent-mediated ecommerce is still very much in its infancy, a number of agent-based deployments have already been made. In highlighting these endeavors, we have also tried to outline medium and longer term aspirations for this area. Specifically, however, there are a number of major research challenges that still need to be overcome before the full potential of agent-mediated e-commerce can be met. 40 These include, in no particular order:
1. The personalization problem. One of the key advantages of agent-mediated e-commerce is the personalization opportunities that the agent metaphor offers. Thus, rather than presenting the same options and making the same decisions for each and every user, the agent-based approach offers much greater tailoring to the individual user. Such personalization is often represented by an interface agent that acts as a personal assistant for the user in some task environment (see [29] , [85] , [87] , [91] for more details of work in this area). However, for this to be effective, the agents need to know the following information about their user: their objectives, their preferences for particular goods, and the range of activities. However, techniques for acquiring this information in a nonobtrusive manner that does not overly burden the user are still the subject of ongoing research. 2. The semantic interaction problem. Getting agents that have not been predesigned to interwork to interact with one another in a meaningful and sophisticated manner is one of the major challenges for computer science research. However, with the increasing convergence of agent technology, the semantic Web and grid computing considerable research impetus is building up behind this problem. This will, we believe, lead to widely applicable approaches and solutions in the medium-term. 3. The discovery problem. As the numbers of producers, consumers, and e-marketplaces increase, so it is becoming increasingly difficult to put the relevant agents in contact with one another. This is especially acute at the product brokering (Section 2.2) and merchant brokering (Section 2.4) stages. This problem of scale is then further exacerbated by the dynamic nature of agent-mediated e-commerce in which sellers and buyers can freely enter and leave the system. 4. The interaction problem. Many of the interaction models that agents employ are still reasonably simplistic in nature (especially in the deployed systems). More research is needed to develop better models for the more complex forms of auctions and for the bilateral negotiation scenarios. As well as producing more efficient models, further work is also needed to give better predictive capabilities about how a given model will perform in various types of environments. 5. The trust problem. Trust has both a social and a technological facet and both of these need to be further addressed if users are to be happy to delegate increased autonomy to a software agent that interacts on their behalf. From a social perspective, people will need to become happier to let a piece of software make decisions on their behalf. This is something that is likely to take time and will only occur as agents show what they are capable of. From a technical perspective, agents need to clearly understand the limit of their responsibility and to act efficiently and safely within these bounds.
